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ABSTRACT

Context. TOI-2076 is a transiting three-planet system of sub-Neptunes orbiting a bright (G = 8.9 mag), young (340 ± 80 Myr) K-type
star. Although a validated planetary system, the orbits of the two outer planets were unconstrained as only two non-consecutive transits
were seen in TESS photometry. This left 11 and 7 possible period aliases for each.
Aims. To reveal the true orbits of these two long-period planets, precise photometry targeted on the highest-probability period
aliases is required. Long-term monitoring of transits in multi-planet systems can also help constrain planetary masses through TTV
measurements.
Methods. We used the MonoTools package to determine which aliases to follow, and then performed space-based and ground-based
photometric follow-up of TOI-2076 c and d with CHEOPS, SAINT-EX, and LCO telescopes.
Results. CHEOPS observations revealed a clear detection for TOI-2076 c at P = 21.01538+0.00084

−0.00074 d, and allowed us to rule out three of
the most likely period aliases for TOI-2076 d. Ground-based photometry further enabled us to rule out remaining aliases and confirm
the P = 35.12537 ± 0.00067 d alias. These observations also improved the radius precision of all three sub-Neptunes to 2.518 ± 0.036,
3.497 ± 0.043, and 3.232 ± 0.063 R⊕. Our observations also revealed a clear anti-correlated TTV signal between planets b and c likely
caused by their proximity to the 2:1 resonance, while planets c and d appear close to a 5:3 period commensurability, although model
degeneracy meant we were unable to retrieve robust TTV masses. Their inflated radii, likely due to extended H-He atmospheres,
combined with low insolation makes all three planets excellent candidates for future comparative transmission spectroscopy with
JWST.

Key words. planets and satellites: detection – stars: individual: TOI-2076 – techniques: photometric

1. Introduction

NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS; Ricker
et al. 2015) has excelled in detecting transiting planets around
bright stars (e.g. Huang et al. 2018; Dragomir et al. 2019;
Teske et al. 2020; Espinoza et al. 2020; Kane et al. 2020;
Sozzetti et al. 2021) and around young stars (e.g. Newton et al.
2019, 2021; Benatti et al. 2019; Plavchan et al. 2020; Rizzuto
et al. 2020). Bright transiting planets are amenable to detailed
characterisation, including through transmission spectroscopy,
⋆ Photometric time series are only available at the CDS via anony-

mous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http:
//cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/cat/J/A+A/664/A156

while young planets give insights into planetary formation and
evolution.

However, due to the short 27-d duration of its sectors, TESS
can struggle with long-period planets with P > 15 d, especially at
low ecliptic latitudes where TESS sky coverage has thus far been
lower. One clear example of this is for planetary candidates seen
to transit in two non-consecutive sectors – the so-called ‘duotran-
sit’ cases. As such, there exists a large array of potential period
aliases for each planet, which are compatible with the observed
data. This set of period aliases P ∈ (ttr,2− ttr,1)/{1, 2, 3, · · · ,Nmax}
are bounded at the long end by the temporal distance between
the transits Pmax = (t2 − t1) and at the short end by the non-
detection of subsequent transits in the TESS data. Such cases
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are expected to be commonplace during the TESS extended mis-
sion, as planets that were observed to transit once in the primary
mission transit again (Cooke et al. 2020, 2021).

Without knowledge of an exoplanet’s orbit, variables such
as the planetary equilibrium temperature are unconstrained,
and scheduling future characterisation efforts, such as Rossiter-
McLaughlin (RM) measurements or transmission spectroscopy,
are difficult or even impossible. Using radial velocity observa-
tions to measure a planetary mass is also significantly easier
when the orbital period is known a priori from transit photome-
try, especially for active young stars. For all of these reasons, it
is imperative for us to recover the true period of such planets.

The follow-up of such “Duotransits” in order to find the cor-
rect period is not a new concept. K2 provided multiple such
cases, as was explored by Dholakia et al. (2020). Two of the
planets found by K2 to orbit HIP 41378 are duotransiters (Becker
et al. 2019), and a combination of radial velocities and ground-
based transit photometry were able to recover the true period of
HIP-41378 f (Santerne et al. 2019; Bryant et al. 2021). In TESS,
the true period of TOI-2257 b, which produced two 0.4% tran-
sits in TESS Year-2 photometry consistent with four possible
period aliases, was recovered through ground-based photometry
(Schanche et al. 2022). However, the majority of the planets so
far followed up on in this way typically either show few period
aliases, or they produce deep eclipses easily observable from
the ground (depth> 0.4%). The most interesting planets – small
planets around bright stars – are therefore more challenging to
observe and solve.

ESA’s CHaracterising ExOPlanets Satellite (CHEOPS)
space telescope, which launched in 2019 with a goal of detect-
ing and characterising the transits of small exoplanets (Benz
et al. 2021), is well placed to perform this search. With a 30 cm
aperture, it can achieve photometric precision of the order of
∼15 ppm over a 6 hour window for a G = 9 mag star. This pro-
vides a higher per-transit signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) than TESS,
and as such it has been successful in observing and confirm-
ing the transiting nature of small, long-period transiting planets
including the P = 20.7 d, 2.9 R⊕ TOI-178 g (Leleu et al. 2021a);
the P = 29.5 d, 2.0 R⊕ HD 108236 f (Bonfanti et al. 2021); and
the P = 110 d, 2.56 R⊕ ν2 Lupi d (Delrez et al. 2021).

TESS Object of Interest TOI-2076 (TIC27491137) is a sys-
tem of three transiting sub-Neptunes validated by Hedges et al.
(2021, hereafter H21). Orbiting a ∼200 Myr old G = 8.9 mag
K-type star, TOI-2076 is both bright and young making it
a highly valuable multi-planet system. It initially became a
TESS object of interest after observations in Sectors 16 and 23
(Guerrero et al. 2021), and the photometry revealed a total of
only 9 transits – five from the inner 10.3551 d planet, and
two each from the planets c and d (one transit in each of
the two sectors), making them both “Duotransits”. The transits
were compatible with 11 possible period aliases for TOI-2076 c
between 17.2 d and 189.1 d, and seven aliases for TOI-2076 d
between 25.1 d and 175.6 d (as shown in H21). With transit
depths of ≲2 ppt only space-based photometry, for example with
CHEOPS, is able to confidently re-detect the transits of these
sub-Neptunes.

In this paper, we detail CHEOPS and ground-based obser-
vations of TOI-2076 which are able to recover the true periods
of these two long-period long planets. Section 2 presents the
follow-up data, which was obtained on this star, as well as its
immediate reduction. Section 3 details the analyses performed
with this data, including both the pre- and post-observation anal-
yses. In Sect. 4 we detail the results of these analyses, and put
them in context of the state-of-the art.
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Fig. 1. Marginalised log10 probabilities for each of TOI-2076 c (upper)
and TOI-2076 d (lower) period aliases, as computed by MonoTools
before CHEOPS observations.

2. Data

2.1. TESS observations

TESS observed TOI-2076 in sectors 16 and 23 in 2-min cadence.
We use the TESS light curves created by H21 to supplement
the CHEOPS data, which are explained in more detail in H21,
Sect. 2.1. These light curves use the target pixel file (TPF) prod-
ucts from the SPOC pipeline from sectors 16 and 23. Cadences
with significantly poor data quality are removed. Light curves
are built taking the pipeline aperture, and detrended using
lightkurve’s RegressionCorrector tool (Cardoso et al.
2018). The final composite light curve is detrended against a
linear combination of (i) significant trends of pixels outside
the aperture, (ii) the mean and standard deviation of the mis-
sion quaternions, and (iii) a b-spline. Together these components
remove scattered light background, jitter and stellar variability,
respectively. Cadences expected to contain transits were masked
in this fit. This produces a light curve which has improved pre-
cision over the pipeline products, as can be seen in H21, Figs. 1
and 2.

2.2. CHEOPS observations

Through the CHEOPS Guaranteed Time Observations (GTO)
programme CH_PR110048 (“Duos – Recovering long period
duo-transiting planets”), we scheduled multiple observations of
period aliases for TOI-2076 c and d. The observing strategy was
dictated by determining the marginal probability for each alias
(described in Sect. 3.2) and observing aliases with p > 2%. The
strategy was then adapted for each new observation we received.
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Fig. 2. Marginalised log10 probabilities for TOI-2076 d period aliases,
as computed by MonoTools after the detection of the P = 21 d alias
of TOI-2076 c and before CHEOPS observations of TOI-2076 d. The
log probability of the P = 25.1 d alias is far below the y axis limit with
log10 p = −19.59.

In total this led to a single visit of a TOI-2076 c period alias,
and two visits of TOI-2076 d period aliases. Detailed information
for each Cheops visit and ground-based photometric observation
is shown in Table 1. We also re-observed a transit of the inner
planet, TOI-2076 b, to improve radius precision and potentially
detect transit timing variations (TTVs).

The CHEOPS data were processed by the most recent Data
Reduction pipeline DR13 (Hoyer et al. 2020). We downloaded
CHEOPS data from DACE (Buchschacher et al. 2015) using
the pycheops interface (Maxted et al. 2021), and chose the
decontaminated OPTIMAL light curve. We then clipped outliers,
using both the in-built pycheops default function, and then a
further step to clip any points with a background value larger
than 0.2, or a flux outside of the range of −5 < (flux/ppt) < 5.
We also extracted important decorrelation parameters including
centroid position, background, roll-angle, smear, etc. The raw
and detrended CHEOPS data presented here is available through
CDS.

Scheduling continuous transit observations at high-
efficiency is a complex problem and, due to competition
between the many targets and programmes on CHEOPS, not
all planned observations can typically be observed. This meant
CHEOPS did not cover all high-probability period aliases for
TOI-2076 d and was unable to recover a period, leaving possible
aliases at 25.1 and 35.1 d. Therefore, in order to confirm the
orbital period, we turned to ground-based observatories.

2.3. LCO/McDonald observations

We observed a transit window of the 25.09 d alias of TOI-
2076 d in Pan-STARRS z-short band on UTC 2021 May 05
from the Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope (LCOGT
or LCO; Brown et al. 2013) 1.0 m network node at McDonald
Observatory. We used the TESS Transit Finder, which is
a customised version of the Tapir software package (Jensen
2013), to schedule our transit observations. The 1 m class tele-
scopes are equipped with 4096× 4096 pixel SINISTRO cameras
having an image scale of 0.389′′ per pixel, resulting in a
26′ × 26′ field of view. Exposures were defocused to improve
efficiency and photometric precision. The images were cali-
brated by the standard LCOGT BANZAI pipeline (McCully et al.
2018), and photometric data were extracted using AstroImageJ

(Collins et al. 2017). The images have a typical stellar point-
spread-function with a FWHM of ∼5′′, and circular photometric
apertures with radius 7.4′′ were used to extract the differential
photometry. The target star photometric aperture excludes flux
from the nearest Gaia EDR3 neighbours. Raw and detrended
LCO/McDonald photometry is available on CDS.

2.4. SAINT-EX observations

In an effort to catch the 35.1 d alias of planet d, TOI-2076
was observed on the night of 2021-05-25 between 03:17 and
06:29 UT from the SAINT-EX telescope at the San Pedro Mártir
observatory, Mexico (Demory et al. 2020). SAINT-EX is a 1-
metre F/8 Ritchey-Chretien telescope built to be complementary
to the SPECULOOS network of telescopes, which are focused on
searching for transiting planets around ultra-cool dwarfs (Sabin
et al. 2018; Sebastian et al. 2021).

Due to its 12′ field of view, it was not possible to include
any bright comparison stars in the same field as TOI-2076. The
observations were made using the r′ filter. In order to increase
the efficiency and avoid saturation of the bright target, the tele-
scope was defocused, producing a ringed PSF with a diameter of
∼10 pixels.

We performed simple image reduction and extracted source
counts for TOI-2076 and 7 comparison stars using AstroImageJ
(or AIJ), setting an aperture with a radius of 30 pixels, and
extracting background flux from an annulus between 47 and
58 pixels in distance from each source. As well as total fluxes
for each star, we also extracted meta-data including airmass, PSF
width, PSF FWHM, X and Y centroids, PSF roundness, which
were used to help decorrelate the light curve. Raw and detrended
Saint-Ex photometry is available on CDS.

2.5. LCO/MuSCAT observations

A Director’s Discretionary Time proposal on the LCOGT net-
work was also approved to observe and confirm the P = 35.1 d
alias. An ingress of this alias was visible from Haleakala, Hawaii
on 2021-06-29 (BJD=2459394.95), and we scheduled a 4.8 h
observation of TOI-2076 with the MuSCAT-3 instrument on
the 2.0 m Faulkes Telescope North (Narita et al. 2020). The
MuSCAT-3 instrument is able to simultaneously observe in g, r, i
and z filters at different exposure lengths, enabling photometric
observations with high efficiency (Narita et al. 2015). Due to the
bright nature of TOI-2076, we opted to perform the observations
with the diffuser in place, thereby allowing longer exposures
without assymetric PSFs caused by defocusing. We used expo-
sure times of 37, 19, 21 and 25 s respectively and the FAST
read-out mode, resulting in 405, 647, 701, and 605 exposures
respectively.

The small field of view of MuSCAT-3 meant that no
similar-brightness stars were present within the field. Extraction
was performed using a combination of AstroImageJ and the
MuSCAT-3 pipeline1.

The MuSCAT-3 pipeline produced aperture photometry with
less scatter and therefore we used this as our flux input. The
“entropy” parameter computed by the pipeline (flux inside the
photometry aperture normalised by the total aperture flux) was
also extracted as a useful detrending parameter. From the AIJ
analysis, we extracted the more complete meta-data, including
sum of comparison star flux, PSF width, x and y centroids, etc.
Raw and detrended LCO/MuSCAT-3 photometry is available on
CDS.
1 https://github.com/hpparvi/MuSCAT2_transit_pipeline
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Table 1. Key information for all of the photometry presented in this paper.

– Start time (UT) Start time (BJD) Dur (h) Exp (s) cad (s) pl. aliases (d) File ref.

Cheops visit 1 2021-02-28 09:02:04 2459273.87644 8.884 42.0 42.0 c 21.014 d CH_PR110048_TG002501_V0200
Cheops visit 2 2021-04-28 18:41:46 2459333.27901 10.553 42.0 42.0 d 43.907 d CH_PR110048_TG003201_V0200
Cheops visit 3 2021-04-29 07:13:25 2459333.80099 9.771 42.0 42.0 b 10.355 d CH_PR110048_TG003601_V0200
LCO/Sinistro (z′) 2021-05-05 02:40:12 2459339.61126 5.804 36.0 44.9 d 25.090 d –
Cheops visit 4 2021-05-13 10:17:08 2459347.92857 10.168 42.0 42.0 d 29.3 and 58.5 d CH_PR110048_TG003701_V0200
Saint-Ex (r′) 2021-05-25 03:17:19 2459359.63704 3.21 8.0 23.7 d 35.125 d –
LCO/MuSCAT3 (g′) 2021-06-29 06:07:49 2459394.75544 4.75 37.0 42.3 d 35.125 d –
LCO/MuSCAT3 (r′) 2021-06-29 06:07:41 2459394.75534 4.75 21.0 26.1 d 35.125 d –
LCO/MuSCAT3 (i′) 2021-06-29 06:07:36 2459394.75528 4.756 19.0 24.1 d 35.125 d –
LCO/MuSCAT3 (z′) 2021-06-29 06:07:43 2459394.75536 4.749 25.0 28.1 d 35.125 d –

Notes. “Dur” refers to the visit duration in hours, “Exp” the exposure time, while “cad” is the cadence (i.e. median gap between subsequent
exposures, including overheads), “pl.” distinguishes which of the three TOI-2076 planets was targeted. “File ref.” refers to the unique file reference
key generated by the Cheops DRP.

3. Analysis

3.1. Stellar parameters

Derived stellar parameters are shown in Table 2.

3.1.1. Bulk physical properties

In order to derive precise stellar parameters, we used spec-
tra taken with HARPS-N at Telescopio Nazionale Galileo, in
the framework of the Global Architecture of Planetary Systems
(GAPS) project (see e.g. Covino et al. 2013; Carleo et al. 2020).
64 spectra taken between 2020-08-06 and 2021-06-14 were co-
added into a single stacked spectrum which had an average S/N
of around 650 at 550 nm. We then derived the stellar atmo-
spheric parameters (Teff , log g, microturbulence, [Fe/H]), and
its respective uncertainties using ARES+MOOG, following the
same methodology described in Santos et al. (2013) and Sousa
(2014). We measured the equivalent widths (EW) of iron lines
using the ARES code2 (Sousa et al. 2007, 2015). A minimisation
process was used to find the ionisation and excitation equilibrium
once it converges to the best set of spectroscopic parameters.
This process uses a grid of Kurucz model atmospheres (Kurucz
1993) and the radiative transfer code MOOG (Sneden 1973). We
obtained a temperature of 5200± 70 K, a log g of 4.45± 0.12 dex,
a [Fe/H] of –0.09± 0.04, and a microturbulance velocity of
1.08± 0.05 km s−1.

To compute the stellar radius of TOI-2076, we used a mod-
ified infrared flux method (IRFM; Blackwell & Shallis 1977) to
determine the stellar angular diameter and effective temperature
via a Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach, as recently
detailed in Schanche et al. (2020). As these properties can be
derived from the stellar apparent bolometric flux, we produce
synthetic photometry by constructing spectral energy distribu-
tions (SEDs) from stellar atmospheric models using the stellar
parameters derived from our spectral analysis as priors that we
attenuate to account for reddening with the extinction left as a
free parameter. The computed synthetic fluxes were compared
with the retrieved broadband fluxes and uncertainties from the
most recent data releases for the following bandpasses; Gaia
G, GBP, and GRP, 2MASS J, H, and K, and WISE W1 and
W2 (Skrutskie et al. 2006; Wright et al. 2010; Gaia Collabora-
tion 2021). To include any systematic uncertainties derived from

2 The last version of ARES code (ARES v2) can be downloaded at
https://github.com/sousasag/ARES

stellar atmospheric model differences in our stellar radius error
we used a Bayesian modelling averaging method with stellar
models from a range of ATLAS (Kurucz 1993; Castelli & Kurucz
2003) catalogues in order to produce weighted averaged poste-
rior distributions. From this analysis we find a Teff and E(B − V)
of 5181± 37 K and 0.02± 0.01, respectively. Lastly, we converted
the stellar angular diameter of TOI-2076 to the radius using the
offset corrected Gaia EDR3 parallax (Lindegren et al. 2021), and
obtain a Rs = 0.7699 ± 0.0059 R⊙.

The set given by (Teff , [Fe/H], Rs) is then assumed as input
to derive the isochronal mass Ms and age ts. To this end, we used
the isochrone placement technique (Bonfanti et al. 2015, 2016)
applied to pre-computed grids of PARSEC3 v1.2S (Marigo et al.
2017) isochrones and tracks to compute a first pair of mass and
age estimates. Furthermore, we derived a second pair of mass
and age values by directly fitting the input set into the evolu-
tionary tracks built by the CLES4 code (Scuflaire et al. 2008),
following the Levenberg-Marquadt minimisation scheme pre-
sented in Salmon et al. (2021). Our adopted Ms = 0.824+0.035

−0.037 M⊙
and ts = 4.5+3.1

−3.3 Gyr values are finally computed by merging the
two respective pairs of distributions inferred from the two differ-
ent evolutionary models, after checking their mutual consistency
using the χ2-based criterion described in detail in Bonfanti et al.
(2021). The derived parameters are in agreement (at the 1σ
level) with those derived by H21.

3.1.2. Stellar Age

H21 presented multiple lines of evidence for the youth of both
TOI-2076 and TOI-1807, a separate transiting planet host close-
by and co-moving with TOI-2076 which likely formed together.
This included gyrochronology (125–230 Myr), log R′HK (12–
870 Myr), Li absorption (<800 Myr), Ca II IR triplet core emis-
sion (<1000 Myr) and X-ray flux (>18 Myr), giving a combined
age of 200 ± 50 Myr. We chose to re-assess the age given our
follow-up spectra and more precise stellar parameters.

We derived the Mount Wilson Ca II index (log R′HK –
the chromospheric contribution of the H and K Ca lines) from
the stacked HARPS-N spectra of −4.373 ± 0.02 using ACTIN
(Gomes da Silva et al. 2018). The relation of Lorenzo-Oliveira
et al. (2016) allows us to convert this to a stellar age of

3 Padova And TRieste Stellar Evolutionary Code: http://stev.
oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd
4 Code Liègeois d’Évolution Stellaire.
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Table 2. Derived stellar parameters.

Parameter Value

Name TOI-2076
TIC TIC-27491137 (†)
BD designation BD+40 2790
Gaia DR2 ID 1490845442647992960 (⋆)

RA (◦, J2015.5) 217.391994602 (⋆)

Dec (◦, J2015.5) 39.790398204 (⋆)

TESS mag 8.3745 ± 0.006 (†)

G mag 8.92 ± 0.000477 (⋆)

K mag 7.115 ± 0.017 (‡)

Teff (K) 5200 ± 70 (β)

Rs (R⊙) 0.77 ± 0.006 (β)

Ms (M⊙) 0.824+0.035
−0.037

(β)

log g (cgs) 4.45 ± 0.12 (β)

[Fe/H] −0.09 ± 0.04 (β)

log R′HK (dex) −4.373 ± 0.02 (β)

Gyrochron. Age (Gyr) 0.204 ± 0.050 (α)

log R′HK Age (Gyr) 0.42 ± 0.13 (β)

Adopted Age (Gyr) 0.34 ± 0.08 (β)

Notes. Notation refers to the following sources: (⋆)Gaia EDR3 (Gaia
Collaboration 2021); (†)TESS Input Catalog (Stassun et al. 2018);
(‡)2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003); (α)Analysis by H21; (β)Our own analysis
as described in Sect. 3.1.1.

0.42 ± 0.13 Gyr – far more precise than that of H21. We also re-
derived a gyrochronological age using the relation of Mamajek
& Hillenbrand (2008) and the rotation period derived by H21
(6.84 ± 0.58d), finding a slightly older age of 0.25 ± 0.12 Gyr.
Both these techniques therefore support a young (<0.5 Gyr) age,
and are in agreement with the independent analyses presented in
H21. We adopt the weighted mean of the two activity-derived
ages as our derived age of TOI-2076 going forward – 0.34 ±
0.08 Gyr.

These stellar ages are at odds with that derived from our
isochrones, which is imprecise but suggests an intermediate-age
star (4.5+3.1

−3.3). However, isochronal ages are frequently in tension
with astroseismology and activity-derived ages (e.g. Pont & Eyer
2005; Brown 2014; Kovács 2015), therefore we choose not to
include it in our derived average age.

3.2. Photometry: TESS-only analysis

In order to determine which aliases to observe, we first per-
formed model fits to the available TESS transits. Typically transit
modelling relies on a known orbital period in order to constrain
not just the orbital parameters, but also those parameters which
determine the transit shape, such as the transit duration and
impact parameter, which are influenced by orbit through lim-
its on the planetary velocity. In our case, such constraints need
to be inverted – we must use the transit shape to constrain the
orbital velocity (and therefore orbital period). With this goal in
mind, we developed the MonoTools package, which is able to
model transit lightcurves in cases of multiple transits, duotransits
and monotransits, as well as multiple systems with combina-
tions of such candidates, with both radial velocities and transit
photometry5.

For such fits, impact parameter, transit duration, and radius
ratio are fitted together in a way that is agnostic of the exoplanet

5 https://github.com/hposborn/MonoTools

orbit. The combination of these transit shape parameters, along
with a stellar density constrained from stellar parameters, implies
a unique transverse planetary velocity. In the inverse case –
where transit shape constrains orbital parameters – this is known
as the photoeccentric effect (e.g. Dawson & Johnson 2012). Con-
verting this velocity directly to a single orbital period parameter
and trimming the samples to those regions round period aliases
would be incredibly inefficient as the vast majority of derived
orbital periods would not fall within these discreet period alias
“island”. So instead, MonoTools calculates a marginalised prob-
ability distribution across all allowed aliases for a given transit
model by combining priors for each alias.

A major part of this is the period prior of P−8/3 as derived
by Kipping (2018). This is necessary as short-period orbits are
highly favoured over long-period ones due to a combination of
geometric probability and window function. Secondly, a prior is
calculated using the probability of the implied orbital velocity
given some prior eccentricity distribution. Exoplanet popula-
tion studies show that planets, especially in multi-planet systems,
have a general distribution that peaks at low eccentricities. These
population-derived distributions (e.g. Kipping 2013; Van Eylen
& Albrecht 2015) also imply a probability distribution of orbital
velocities relative to the velocity of a circular orbit. This is
because velocities much faster or much slower than that of a
circular orbit are disfavoured as they imply highly eccentric
orbits, which exoplanet population studies show are uncommon
(Kipping 2013), especially in short-period (P < 100 d) multi-
planet systems (Van Eylen & Albrecht 2015). Instead of per-
forming this step analytically (which requires a complex and
infeasible integration over the eccentricity prior), MonoTools
uses pre-computed interpolations for the velocity prior calcu-
lated numerically.

The boost to geometric transit probability for eccentric
orbits, and the effect of a maximum eccentricity are also consid-
ered in this interpolated function. In the case of a multi-planet
system, orbits which graze (i.e. enter the Hill spheres of) interior
planets can be rejected and therefore provide a maximum eccen-
tricity. We use a simple 3-part logmass-radius relation derived
from fitting observed exoplanets in order to compute Hill spheres
on-the-fly. By modelling all planets simultaneously, the inner
planet transits can also improve knowledge of the stellar den-
sity, hence improving the derived orbital parameters from transit
shape.

For TOI-2076, we used the eccentricity distribution of Van
Eylen & Albrecht (2015), as this is applicable to short-period
transiting multi-planet systems as observed by TESS. We also
included a Gaussian Process with a simple harmonic oscillator
kernel (SHOTerm) using celerite (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017;
Foreman-Mackey 2018) which was pre-trained on out-of-transit
data, and has quality factor set to Q = 1/

√
2, which is typical for

stellar noise. The resulting posterior probabilities for each period
alias are found in Fig. 1.

We then found the highest-probability aliases which together
would give us a ≳90% probability of a transit redetection.
These were then scheduled on CHEOPS, with the highest-
probability aliases of each planet being given highest priority in
the CHEOPS scheduler. This was a total of 5 TOI-2076 c aliases
and 4 TOI-2076 d aliases.

After the detection of a unique period for TOI-2076 c, we
re-performed this analysis, the resulting marginalised probabil-
ity distributions are shown in Fig. 2. The presence of a planet
on a 21 d orbit interior to planet d drastically reduced the proba-
bility of the inner-most alias due to MonoTools rejecting orbits
intersecting with the Hill sphere of TOI-2076 c. We updated our
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Fig. 3. TESS (upper panels) and CHEOPS (lower panels) individual transits of planets b and c. In the two lower panels, we show both the extracted
CHEOPS flux with the best-fit decorrelation model (offset above), and the detrended CHEOPS flux with the best-fit transit model (below).

CHEOPS observations accordingly, focusing on aliases between
29 and 45 d.

3.3. Final combined model

CHEOPS data unambiguously detected a unique P = 21.0154 d
period for TOI-2076 c (see the lower right panel of Fig. 3). For
TOI-2076 d, we have observed all aliases shorter than P = 87.8 d
using either CHEOPS or ground-based facilities. The CHEOPS
observations on 2021-04-29 and 2021-05-13 clearly ruled out
the 43.9 d alias, and 29.27 d and 58.54 d aliases, respectively
(see second and fourth panels of Fig. 4). Ground-based observa-
tions from LCO/McDonald covered the 25.1 d alias, while pho-
tometry from both Saint-Ex and LCO/MuSCAT-3 covered the
35.1 d alias.

As our TESS-only models showed, the probabilities of peri-
ods longer than 80 d (87.8 d and 175.6 d) are extremely low
compared to close-in orbits due to both the period priors, and
to the eccentricity priors derived from the transit shape. The
geometric and temporal period prior alone gives an 87.8 d orbit
a probability 28 times lower than that at 25.1 d, while that at
175.6 d is 179 times lower. For comparison the 35.1 d orbit is
disfavoured by only a factor 2.5.

We can therefore probabilistically exclude these longer orbits
as well as those ruled out by CHEOPS observations and focus
only on the two short-period aliases for which we have ground-
based observations – those at 25.1 and 35.1 d.

Our final combined model therefore has two goals – pro-
vide accurate planetary parameters for all three planets, and
determine the true period of the available planets. To do this,
we modelled all available photometry simultaneously, including
transit models for all three planets and detrending parameters.
For the competing period aliases, we built two models with iden-
tical parameters and changed only the period of TOI-2076 d. The
relative difference in log likelihood can then be used for model
selection, as the models otherwise share the same number of
parameters and datapoints.

The size of the model means co-fitting the TESS light curve
with a GP was not possible, therefore in order to remove residual
systematic noise and/or stellar activity from the TESS light curve
we subtracted a spline function fitted to the out-of-transit data
and extrapolated over the transits. We also masked outliers with
flux 4σ away from both preceding and succeeding points, and
masked all points more than 3.5 transit durations from all transits
to improve computational speed.

The combined model was built using PyMC3 (Salvatier et al.
2016), which performs Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampling - a
far more efficient sampling technique than Markov Chain, as it
can use the local gradient of the likelihood function to quickly
move to distant regions of parameters space, even if correlated.
Transit models used the exoplanet package (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2021a).

As our model contained 108 independent parameters, many
of which included correlations, we were only able to sam-
ple the model thanks to first using the sampler provided with
exoplanet (which is able to learn and explore off-diagonal
covariances), and second by providing independent parameter
groups on which to compute these covariances (namely, groups
of detrending parameters for each telescope)6. We ran each
model with eight 3500-sample chains after a burn-in of 12 000
steps to produce 28 000 samples. We verified the gelmin-rubin
statistic (R̂) was below 1.05, that the effective sample size was a
large fraction of the total steps (>10 000), and that the traces of
individual chains were suitably mixed and Gaussian.

3.3.1. Treatment of CHEOPS data

CHEOPS photometry can retain trends due to systematics, and
previous works present in detail the techniques used to correct
for these (e.g. Bonfanti et al. 2021; Delrez et al. 2021; Maxted
et al. 2021). We chose to co-fit the photometric transit models
with a decorrelation against certain parameters. These included

6 https://dfm.io/posts/pymc3-mass-matrix/
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Fig. 4. Observations of TOI-2076 d, including unsuccessful transit
observations. Upper panel: The two TESS transits detected by H21 as
well as our best-fit model from the combined model. Two mid-upper
panels: A CHEOPS observation covering the 43.9 d alias. Two mid-
lower panels: A LCO/McDonald 1m Sinistro lightcurve of the 25.09
d alias. Lower panel: A CHEOPS observation covering both 29.27 d
and 58.54 d aliases. In the lower three panels, a TOI-2076 d model-fit
is shown to demonstrate the expected transit shape and depth. In the
lower three plots, the upper points and line show the raw flux and best-
fit decorrelation model, while the lower panel shows the detrended flux
and the expected transit model.

the x and y components of the roll angle sinΦ and cosΦ, as well
as estimates of background, CCD smear flux, and the change in
temperature (∆T ). We also included both a linear and quadratic
decorrelation component against time in order to model the stel-
lar variability apparent in the CHEOPS lightcurves. Past Cheops
results (e.g. Delrez et al. 2021; Maxted et al. 2021) have opted
to further detrend as a function of roll-angle using for example
a spline or Gaussian process fit, however our inspection of the
Cheops flux residuals as a function of roll-angle for each visit
revealed no apparent additional variations that would require
such additional (and computationally intensive) modelling.

3.3.2. Treatment of ground-based data

The majority of our ground-based observations are both affected
by airmass trends and a lack of comparison stars. On average,
TOI-2076 provides 15 times more photons that all comparison

stars combined, therefore relative photometry is dominated by
the shot noise of comparison stars. Instead we decided to use
the raw aperture photometry and decorrelate against parameters
linked to likely systematics.

Flux measurements with values 4σ above or below both
their neighbours were masked. In the case of MuSCAT-3 data,
three differential colour time-series were derived using the nor-
malised fluxes for all stars (target and comparisons) between
neighbouring filters (e.g. g/r, r/i, i/z). We fitted a spline with
15-minute knot spacing to each of the four normalised flux time-
series (weighted by inverse photometric uncertainty), allowing
us to interpolate differential colour estimates between each of the
bands despite the asynchronous spacing of the four MuSCAT-3
detectors. Given this is a confirmed multi-planet system with-
out any nearby stellar companions, we can make the assumption
that the transit depth should be unchanged across all filters,
and therefore colour is independent of the transit. This does
not completely hold for limb-darkening, however this is a sec-
ondary effect with the maximum difference in transit shapes
between lightcurves being 120 ppm and the average being only
50 ppm – an order of magnitude smaller than the transit depth.
As this effect is dependent on a transit occurring, it cannot
itself introduce a transit shape, and can only bias the derived
parameters. Given the noise inherent in our ground-based data
compared to e.g. the TESS transits, model parameters can only
be minimally biased by this effect on the data. Therefore includ-
ing colour information (which directly constrains colour-related
systematics) as a linear decorrelation parameter results in a
net improvement in the quality of the MuSCAT data and the
general fit.

To find the important detrending parameters, we first
included a wide array of parameters in a local model including
airmass, time, x and y centroid, width, full width half-maximum
(FWHM), total comparison flux, and g/r, r/i and i/z (for Muscat-
3). These were normalised such that their medians were at 0.0
and the 1-sigma region spanned –1 to 1. We then iterated mul-
tiple models, removing detrending parameters that resulted in
statistically insignificant gradients. The priors and posteriors for
these detrending parameters are shown in Tables B.1 and B.2.

Ground-based photometry (raw and detrended) will also be
made available through CDS.

3.3.3. Treatment of limb darkening

We used the quadratic limb darkening parameters for all six
bandpasses available. In each case, we used theoretical limb
darkening parameters calculated by Claret (2021) for CHEOPS,
Claret (2018) for TESS, and Claret & Bloemen (2011) for g, r, i,
and z bandpasses. In each case, we fitted a 2D interpolation sur-
face to both u1 and u2 parameters as a function of Teff and log g.
Then, using samples of TOI-2076 stellar parameters, the result-
ing distribution of limb darkening parameters were used to form
a normal prior input to the transit models, although we rounded
the prior standard deviation to 0.05 to avoid over-fitting.

3.4. TTV analysis

Rather than fitting for a specific fixed period, our combined
model fitted transits individually using a normal prior centred on
the expected time of transit given a linear ephemeris and a loose
standard deviation of 0.025 d (36 min). These outputs revealed
clear TTVs, with the CHEOPS transit of TOI-2076 b arriving
57 ± 5 min early compared to a linear ephemeris using only the
TESS data, while TOI-2076 c arrived 50 ± 4 min late. This can
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Fig. 5. Observed TTVs and TTVFaster/Ultranest TTV models for
each of the three planets. Coloured lines show the median best-fit TTV
models, while coloured regions show 1-σ range. The predicted transit
time for the low S/N SAINT-EX observation of planet d is shown as a
triangle with white edges, while the observed transit time is shown with
dark-edged inverted triangles. Planned TESS observations of the two
planets in 2022 are shown in light green.

be seen in Fig. 5. TTVs are also expected given the period ratios
of the planets are close to period commensurability.

To analyse the observed TTVs and ensure confidence in our
results, we performed independent TTV analyses using three dis-
tinctly different approaches. The same derived transit times and
errors were then used as input to these analyses. As the SAINT-
EX ground-based lightcurve of TOI-2076 d has a low S/N, it is
excluded from the TTV analysis.

We performed three approaches - one using the TTVfaster
package (Agol & Deck 2016) and Ultranest Nested Sam-
pling (Buchner 2021b), and two using the approach presented in
Leleu et al. (2021b) which used the TTVfast algorithm (Deck
et al. 2014), and the samsam7 MCMC algorithm (see Delisle
et al. 2018). For full details of these fits, see Appendix A. The
output of the first model (TTVfaster/Ultranest) is shown
purely for reference in Fig. 5.

3.5. Orbital stability analysis

In order to test the compatibility of the two remaining high-
probability aliases at 25.1 d and 35.1 d with the 21 d period of
TOI-2076 c, we performed an N-body stability analysis. We
used the rebound8 package (Rein & Liu 2012) with the whfast
integrator (Rein & Tamayo 2015) and we activated the Mean
Exponential Growth factor of Nearby Orbits (MEGNO, Cincotta
& Simó 2000) indicator. The orbital configuration can be con-
sidered stable when the value of MEGNO is close to 2 (Cincotta
& Simó 2000). We compute the masses using forecaster9

from the planetary radii and stellar mass and radius. We used
the radii values of planet b and c determined in Sects. 3.2 and
3.3, we assumed an error of 0.5 R⊕ on radius of the planet d.
We drew 1000 values of masses between the lower and upper
boundaries provided by forecaster, and assumed uniform dis-
tribution of the mean anomaly (between 0 and 2π), for each
planet. We fixed the eccentricity to 0, argument of pericenter
to 90◦, and the longitude of the ascending node to 180◦, for
each planet. We sampled 500 values of the period of the planet
d for each of the two possible aliases, from two Gaussian dis-
tribution centred at 25.09 d and 35.126 d, both with a standard

7 https://gitlab.unige.ch/Jean-Baptiste.Delisle/samsam
8 https://github.com/hannorein/rebound
9 https://github.com/bmorris3/forecaster python3 version.

deviation of 0.1 d – chosen to be larger than both the period
uncertainties (<0.0001 d) and the observed TTVs (0.02 d) to
guard against systematic uncertainties. The inclinations and peri-
ods have been assumed normally distributed with the values and
uncertainties obtained from the analysis described in Sects. 3.2
and 3.3. We ran 1000 simulations and we integrated the orbits
for 100 000 years with a step-size of 0.25 d. We assigned a value
of the MEGNO indicator ≫ 2 if the system underwent a close
encounter or if a body gained a semi-major axis greater than
150 au.

4. Results

4.1. Combined model

The derived planetary parameters from our combined model can
be seen in Table 3. We find planetary radii of 2.518 ± 0.036,
3.497± 0.043, and 3.232± 0.063 R⊕, respectively, which are sig-
nificantly smaller than those of H 21 which found 3.282 ± 0.043,
4.438 ± 0.046, and 4.14 ± 0.07 R⊕. The main reason for this
appears to be due to a bug in the modelling performed in H21
where the radius ratio (Rp/Rs) was submitted to exoplanet’s
LimbDarkLightCurve function, rather than the radii in solar
units (Rp/R⊙). This led to final radius values that were inflated
by a factor of R⊙/Rs ∼ 1.31. Hence, the radii and radius ratios
defined here should supersede those in H21.

As shown in Sect. 3.3, CHEOPS photometry clearly reveals
the True period of TOI-2076c to be 21.01538+0.00084

−0.00074 . All
period aliases shorter than 87.8 d were observed either with
CHEOPS or from the ground. As shown in our TESS-only anal-
ysis (Sect. 3.2), the longest period aliases (87.8 d and 175.6 d)
are orders of magnitude less likely due to constraints from the
lightcurve as well as period and eccentricity priors. CHEOPS
photometry clearly rules out the 29.27 d, 43.9 d and 58.54 d
aliases. This left the 25.1 d and 35.1 d aliases for which we
obtained ground-based photometric follow-up.

In order to assess the fit and implications of our model fits
to each period alias, we computed the differences in log likeli-
hoods, log priors and log probabilities in Table 4. As the number
of data points and parameters are preserved across models, the
difference in Bayesian information criterion (∆BIC, Schwarz
1978) is simply ∆BIC = −2∆ log prob. Typically ∆BIC > 10
or ∆ log prob < −5 is used to show strong support for a model
(Raftery 1995).

Our combined model clearly prefers the 35.1 d alias as
opposed to the 25 and 88 d aliases, as can be seen from the
derived log probability differences in Table 4. When combined
with the log-priors derived from the combination of geometric,
window function and eccentricity priors derived in our TESS-
only modelling, we find ∆ log prob values of more than 150 in
favour of the P = 35.1 d model. We therefore adopt this as the
true period of TOI-2076 d, although we further discuss the orbit
of TOI-2076 in 5.1.

4.2. TTVs

We find for the first time that the TOI-2076 system exhibits
large TTVs with amplitudes greater than 20 minutes for
planets b and c. However, our three approaches to modelling
the TTVs each find inconsistent planetary masses (see Table A.1
and Appendix A). This implies that the number of transit timing
measurements is not yet sufficient to obtain robust mass esti-
mates from TTVs and, as expected for a model without strong
constraints from the data, the choice of prior modifies the result-
ing posteriors, as can be seen in the determined masses and
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Table 3. Derived planetary parameter posterior distributions for each of the three planets.

Parameter TOI-2076 b TOI-2076 c TOI-2076 d

Epoch, t0 (BJD-2457000) 1940.4798 ± 0.0011 2274.08398 ± 0.0008 1938.2915 ± 0.0014
Period, P (d) 10.35509+0.0002

−0.00014 21.01538+0.00084
−0.00074 35.12537 ± 0.00067

Semi-major axis, a (AU) 0.0682 ± 0.0013 0.1093 ± 0.0021 0.1539 ± 0.0029
Radius ratio, Rp/Rs 0.02998+0.00035

−0.00035 0.04164 ± 0.0004 0.03848 ± 0.00069
Duration, tD (h) 3.251 ± 0.03 4.186 ± 0.029 3.046 ± 0.047
Radius, Rp (R⊕) 2.518 ± 0.036 3.497 ± 0.043 3.232 ± 0.063
Insolation, Ip (W m−2) 114400+6900

−6500 44500 ± 2600 22400 ± 1300
Surface temp., Teq (K) 797.0 ± 12.0 629.5 ± 9.2 530.4 ± 7.8
TSM 150+130

−50
(⋆) 280+220

−90
(⋆) 180 ± 100 (⋆)

Notes. (⋆) The TSM values are calculated using our tentative TTVFaster/Ultranestmodels which are typically <1σ from the predictions of Chen
& Kipping (2016), but true masses will require more observations.

Table 4. Log probabilities for each of the remaining aliases.

Period Log likelihood log prior ∆ log prob

25.1 d −3003.2 −215.4 −291.4
35.1 d −2908.8 −18.4 0.0
87.8 d −3074.9 −20.7 −168.3
175.6 d −3074.9 −53.6 −201.3

Notes. Log likelihood from the combined model fit described in
Sect. 3.3, log priors from the initial modelling described in Sect. 3.2.
The final column shows the difference in log prob with respect to the
P = 35.1 d model (i.e. log pper,i − log p35). Here higher ∆ log prob is
associated with the best-fitting model.

eccentricities in Table A.1. We therefore caution use of
those parameters derived from TTVs (i.e. planetary mass)
until more transits can be observed, although we use the
TTVFaster/Ultranest results (which have the most realistic
prior distributions and output masses) as representative masses
for future calculations (e.g. TSM).

The best-fitting models do appear to suggest a significant
anti-correlated TTV signal between planets b and c, due to
their proximity to the 2:1 mean motion resonance creating a
713.1 ± 2.7 d super-period. The relationship between planets c
and d is not well defined due to the number of transits, but
our best-fit TTV models suggest that long-term sinusoidal TTVs
between planets c and d could be observed in the future, as well
as a potential chopping signal that could allow for precise mass
measurements.

4.3. Orbital stability

We found the 5.3±1% of the simulations around the 25.1-d-alias
are stable (MEGNO ∼ 2), while the 89±1.4% of the simulations
(445 out of 500) around the 35-d-alias are stable. These results
indicate that the 35-d-alias is the most favourable period for the
planet d.

5. Discussion

5.1. The orbit of TOI-2076 d

In Table 4, we revealed the differences in log probabilities
between three difference period aliases. The major difference in
log likelihood are driven by the presence and absence of transits
in ground-based follow-up data. The TESS data, which only

allowed for identifying the original period aliases, consequently
show near-identical transit models and log-likelihoods. For the
25 d case the loglikelihoods are the result of a transit in the
LCO/McD data, but a flat line in the MuSCAT3 data; the 35 d
case is the loglikelihood of a flat line in the LCO/McD data and
a transit in MuSCAT3; while the 88 and 176 d aliases show the
loglikelihood of flat lines in each of the ground-based transits.

The largest difference in log likelihood (∼100) comes
from the LCO/MuSCAT-3 observations. Despite the fact that
the LCO/MuSCAT-3 data required substantial detrending with
respect to colour and airmass, the transit model was far better
able to explain the sharp ingress feature at BJD = 2459395.87
compared to linear detrending, which occurred precisely at the
expected transit time given a linear ephemeris (upper panels,
Fig. 6). The SAINT-EX data, which was lower S/N and covers
only a very short duration of in-transit data, is not as conclusive
as the LCO/MuSCAT-3 data, although the transit model is also
marginally preferred in this dataset (lower panel, Fig. 6).

The second reason for the better model (a difference of ∼75
in log likelihood) fit is the non-detection of a transit using the
LCO/1m data from McDonald observatory during a purported
transit of the Pd = 25 d alias. The observation, which occurred
at low airmass and covered the entire expected transit event,
appears to see no clear flux drop, and a flat model is preferred
over a transit one (lower panel, Fig. 4).

This hypothesis is also supported by our orbital stability
analysis – where the vast majority of long-term orbits for the
Pd = 35.1 d alias are stable, and those of the Pd = 25.1 d orbit are
not. However, the Pd = 25.1 d scenario could be stable if planets
c and d were caught in an MMR, for example the 6:5 configu-
ration which, although less common than the 5:3 ratio implied
by the Pd = 35.1 d, is not impossible (e.g. the Kepler-36 system
Carter et al. 2012). Such a possibility seems less likely given the
potentially disturbing influence of the inner P = 10.35509+0.0002

−0.00014
planet (which, as discussed in Sect. 3.4, is not in resonance), and
given the fact that the observed TTV of planet c appears satis-
factorily explained by anti-correlation with the TTVs of planet
b, rather than due to the influence of any closer-proximity outer
planet.

The 35.1 d alias also appears more likely when considering
the orbital periods of the system. Planets b and c are close to
but slightly outside of a 2:1 period ratio (2.03). Such a pile-up
of planets just beyond period ratios is common in multi-planet
systems and may be a hallmark of disc migration (Fabrycky et al.
2014). The 35.1d alias follows that trend by being extremely close
but just outside of a 5:3 orbital ratio with planet c (5.014:3). None
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Fig. 6. Ground-based observations of the 35.1 d alias of TOI-2076 d.
Upper panel: Raw LCO/MuSCAT-3 observations of TOI-2076 in four
filters. Middle panel: Detrended lightcurves in the four filters, along
with best-fit transit models. Lower panels: Raw (upper) and detrended
(lower) SAINT-EX photometry along with a best-fit transit model.

of the other potential period aliases show this pattern, although
the P = 25.08936 d alias is just inside a 6:5 ratio (5.969:5).

Taken together, we believe the evidence for a 35.1 d period
for TOI-2076 d is compelling and we hereafter refer to it as the
correct period.

5.2. Planetary characteristics

Thanks to our determination of planetary periods, we now know
that the TOI-2076 planets are irradiated by 84, 32, and 16 S ⊕
respectively. Compared to many sub-Neptunes so-far detected,
this is remarkably low and suggests that the effect of stellar
insolation on e.g. their radii must be minimal. From the radii
alone, we can say that all of the three TOI-2076 planets likely
have extended H-He atmospheres. These inflated radii may in
part be explained by their youth. Young planets are affected by
a handful of processes which could change their bulk physical
parameters. The first is photo-evaporation, however with a star

of age 340 ± 80 Myr and orbits of >0.05 AU, this is likely no
longer a dominant effect except potentially for planet b. Also
important is the process of core-powered mass-loss by which
small planets with light gaseous envelopes can lose their outer
layers through thermal heating by the cooling core (Ginzburg
et al. 2018). Finally, atmospheric contraction may still be acting
on the TOI-2076 planets (e.g. Lopez et al. 2012). Berger et al.
(2020) explored differences in radius populations as a function of
planetary age, and found that the average radius of sub-Neptunes
appears to shift with time from ∼3.0 R⊕ at <1 Gyr to ∼2.5 R⊕ at
> 1 Gyr, particularly for planets with irradiation less than 150 S ⊕
like TOI-2076 b, c, and d. With radii of Rc =3.497 ± 0.043 and
Rd =3.232 ± 0.063 R⊕, the outer planets in the TOI-2076 system
may provide evidence that young sub-Neptunes are born with
even more inflated radii than the ∼3.0 R⊕ seen in Berger et al.
(2020). If puffy H-He envelopes are able to be maintained for
hundreds of Myr, it could be a sign that core-powered mass loss
and/or contraction are slower processes than previously thought.
The atmospheres of the outer planets orbiting TOI-2076 could
therefore be the perfect test-beds for such theories.

5.3. Future observations

TOI-2076 will be re-observed by TESS in Sector 50 (2022-Mar-
26 to 2022-Apr-22; see Fig. 5). Although exact downlink gaps
are not yet known, it is likely that b will show 3 transits, while
both c and d will transit once. The timing of these transits will
help further constrain TTVs for this system, and can be helped by
a campaign of observations with CHEOPS, especially to observe
sequential transits of c and d, thereby potentially detecting the
predicted chopping signal and better constraining the masses of
the three planets.

We predict expected RV semi-amplitudes of 1.88 ± 0.87,
1.62 ± 0.71, and 1.45+0.96

−0.61 m s−1 using the provisional masses
implied by our TTVFaster/Ultranest models (although we
caution that robust TTV masses will require more transit obser-
vations). This would make these three planets extremely chal-
lenging targets, especially when considering the strong ∼7 d
rotation signal present in the TESS light curve. Therefore, TTVs
may prove the best method of constraining the planetary masses
for the three planets around TOI-2076. Of the many small young
planets detected by TESS, TOI-2076 hosts three of the most
atmospherically accessible, all with transmission spectroscopy
metrics (TSM; Kempton et al. 2018) above 100, although those
values host large uncertainties due primarily to the large mass
uncertainties. Indeed, if the mass of TOI-2076 c is confirmed
to be 6.0 M⊕, it is amongst the highest-ranked cool and small
planets with Teq < 750 K, Rp < 4 R⊕ found by TESS. There are
also very few small young planets with equivalently accessible
atmospheres (see Fig. 7), with only the mini-Neptunes around
AU Mic (Plavchan et al. 2020) and HD 63433 (TOI-1726, Mann
et al. 2020) with similar TSM values, likely due to their host
stars superior brightnesses (G = 7.8 and 6.7). Hence, the planets
around TOI-2076 could form key targets for future atmospheric
follow-up with e.g. the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST).
Their long periods may also mean the outer planets are relatively
unperturbed by stellar radiation pressure or wind, enabling the
planets to maintain large exospheres which may be detectable in
the UV with e.g. the STIS or COS instruments on the Hubble
Space Telescope.

6. Conclusions

We performed targeted follow-up photometry of the period
aliases of the young, long-period sub-Neptunes TOI-2076 c and
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Fig. 7. Comparison of transmission spectroscopy metrics for all small
transiting planets (Rp < 5 R⊕) around young stars (age< 500 Myr) as a
function of age in million years (Myr). Point size represents planetary
radius, while point colour shows equilibrium temperature. Multi-planet
systems with small planets are connected by red trails. The TOI-2076
system is labelled in red with TSM calculated using tentative masses
derived from our TTVFaster/Ultranest models.

d in order to confirm their orbital periods and further charac-
terise the system. We initially modelled the planetary system
using MonoTools, developed specifically for this task, which is
able to take available stellar and photometric data and calculate
a marginal probability for each period alias.

Using ESA’s CHEOPS space telescope, we performed tar-
geted follow-up of the highest-probability aliases and were able
to confirm the 21.01538+0.00084

−0.00074 d period alias as the true one for
TOI-2076 c. CHEOPS observations also helped rule out three of
the most-probable period aliases for TOI-2076 d. Ground-based
photometry from the 1-meter LCO/Sinistro telescope at McDon-
ald Observatory enables us to discard one of the remaining
high-probability aliases for TOI-2076 d at 25.1 d, which is also
hinted at by stability and TTV analyses of this alias in the pres-
ence of the 21.0154 d TOI-2076 c. Furthermore, ground-based
observations with both the 2-meter LCO/MuSCAT-3 on the
Faulkes North telescope at Haleakala and the 1-meter SAINT-
EX telescope at San Pedro Martir were able to detect ingresses
of the 35.1 d alias. Bayesian model comparison vastly favoured
this alias over the other unexcluded aliases (∆ log p > 100), con-
firming 35.12537 ± 0.00067 d as the true period of TOI-2076 d.

With high-precision space-based transit observations span-
ning two years, thanks to TESS and CHEOPS, we were able
to improve the ephemerides and radius precision, with updated
radii of Rb =2.518± 0.036, Rc =3.497± 0.043, and Rd =3.232±
0.063 R⊕. These transits also enabled us to detect anti-correlated
TTVs between TOI-2076 b and c with an amplitude of ∼30 min,
although TTV modelling did not have enough observed transits
to constrain masses and eccentricities. The three planets inflated
radii suggest all three are low-density warm sub-Neptunes
with significant hydrogen envelopes, potentially still undergo-
ing atmospheric contraction. Their large radii, low incident flux
and bright host star magnitude make all three planets extremely
interesting targets for future atmospheric characterisation with
e.g. JWST.
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Appendix A: TTV modelling

We performed three TTV modelling approaches to derive plan-
etary parameters and assess how prior-dependent these models
are. In the first approach, we used the TTVfaster package
(Agol & Deck 2016) to generate models of TTVs given input
parameters for the three planets & star. TTVfaster requires the
assumption that the planets are not in perfect resonant orbits
with one another. Using the periods and epochs, we find that this
assumption appears to be satisfied for b & c (Pc/Pb = 2.0296),
but we cannot be sure about c & d, which are closer to a resonant
ratio (Pd/Pc = 1.6713 = 5.0140/3).

As we had many parameters and few transit times with
which to constrain them (which could result in multi-modal
parameter space), we used a nested sampling approach which
is better able to explore non-Gaussian parameter space than
a simple MCMC (Buchner 2021a). We used Ultranest
for this implementation (Buchner 2021b), and used the
stepsampler.RegionSliceSampler method as the number
of parameters is large.

For period and inclination priors, we used outputs from our
combined model as Gaussian priors, but increased the standard
deviation by a factor of 2.5 to limit any over-fitting. The best-fit
transit epoch from the combined model was used as a normal
prior, with a standard deviation of 0.05 d (far larger than the
timing fit uncertainty to prevent overfitting). The longitude of
ascending node and an argument of periastron were given wide
uniform priors from -π to π. For eccentricity we used the half-
normal distribution of multi-planet systems from Van Eylen &
Albrecht (2015) (σ = 0.096). Although typical samplers such as
MCMC struggle due to correlations when not exploring e cosω
& e sinω, we found this had little effect on our nested sam-
pling results, likely because samples are independent from their
predecessors. For the outer planets we reparameterised plane-
tary masses as log mass ratios and planetary periods as simple
ratios to avoid strong correlations (for planet b, as a ratio to
the star, and for planets c & d as a ratio of planet b). For
planetary mass ratios, we used the population of exoplanets
with well-constrained masses and radii (Downloaded from the
NASA exoplanet archive, Akeson et al. 2013) to produce broad
Gaussian priors on log planetary mass (log Mp) given a plane-
tary radius. This resulted in mass priors of 7.8+4.3

−2.8, 11.3+7.7
−4.6 and

10.2+6.7
−4.0M⊕ for planets b, c & d respectively, which match very

closely the predictions of forecaster(Chen & Kipping 2016).
We inflated these standard deviations from the log Mp population
prior by 0.1 to prevent overly constraining priors.

Indepedently, and in an effort to estimate the influence of
the mass and eccentricity priors on the determined posterior –
and to take into account the possible resonant motion of the
outer pair (c and d are very close to the exact commensurabil-
ity: Pd/Pc − 5/3 = 0.0047) – we use the approach presented in
Leleu et al. (2021b). Here we estimated transit timing variations
are estimated using the TTVfast algorithm (Deck et al. 2014),
and the samsam10 MCMC algorithm (see Delisle et al. 2018)
is used to sample the posterior. Following (Hadden & Lithwick
2017), we test the robustness of TTV mass-estimation by trying
out two mass priors: log10-uniform and uniform. The mass and
eccentricity posteriors are shown in Table A.1.

As shown in Table A.1, the determined masses depend
strongly on the used priors. The nested sampling approach
appears to find low but plausible masses for all three planets:

10 https://gitlab.unige.ch/Jean-Baptiste.Delisle/
samsam.

Table A.1. Priors and posteriors for planetary masses and eccentricities
from each of the three TTV models used.

Param. Prior Type pl Prior Posterior
TTVFaster+Nested Sampling
Mass [M⊕] log-Normal b 7.7+5.6

−3.2 5.9 ± 2.8
Eccentricity half-Normal 0.0+0.096

−0 0.023 ± 0.02
Mass [M⊕] log-Normal c 11.3+9.7

−5.2 6.4 ± 2.9
Eccentricity half-Normal 0.0+0.096

−0 0.047+0.028
−0.024

Mass [M⊕] log-Normal d 10.2+8.3
−4.6 6.7+4.5

−2.9
Eccentricity half-Normal 0.0+0.096

−0 0.075 ± 0.052
N-body+MCMC
Mass [M⊕] log-Uniform b [.03, 3000] 0.62 ± 0.50
Eccentricity Uniform [0, 0.9] 0.204 ± 0.099
Mass [M⊕] log-Uniform c [.03,3000] 0.84 ± 0.58
Eccentricity Uniform [0, 0.9] 0.038 ± 0.029
Mass [M⊕] log-Uniform d [.03,3000] 0.74 ± 1.07
Eccentricity Uniform [0, 0.9] 0.037 ± 0.026
N-body+MCMC
Mass [M⊕] Uniform b [.03,3000] 45.68 ± 22.09
Eccentricity Uniform [0, 0.9] 0.0042 ± 0.0033
Mass [M⊕] Uniform c [.03,3000] 12.43 ± 2.72
Eccentricity Uniform [0, 0.9] 0.0079 ± 0.0066
Mass [M⊕] Uniform d [.03,3000] 97.98 ± 60.01
Eccentricity Uniform [0, 0.9] 0.0072 ± 0.0059

Mb = 5.9 ± 2.8 , Mc = 6.4 ± 2.9 , and Md = 6.7+4.5
−2.9 M⊕. Best-fit

TTV models from this approach are shown in Fig 5. However
planets c & d may be in 5:3 resonance, in which case the models
of TTVFaster are not valid. In addition, the inner pair is close,
but not inside, a mean motion resonance, which creates degener-
acy between the determined masses and eccentricities (Lithwick
et al. 2012). The Leleu et al. (2021b) approach finds extremely
small (Mp < 1M⊕) and large (Mp > 10M⊕) for the log-uniform
& uniform mass priors respectively.

Appendix B: Combined model parameters

Appendix C: TTVFaster model parameters
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Table B.1. Model parameters, priors, and posteriors for the Combined model.

Parameter Prior Posterior
Stellar temperature, Teff [K] NU(a = 4000, b = 6000, µ = 5200, σ = 68) 5200.0 ± 66.0
Stellar radius, Rs [R⊕] NU(a = 0, µ = 0.77, σ = 0.006) 0.7699 ± 0.0059
log stellar surface gravity, log g [cgs] N(µ = 4.45, σ = 0.12) 4.576+0.012

−0.017
Transit time, tb,0 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1743.73, σ = 0.025) 1743.7193 ± 0.0022
Transit time, tb,1 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1754.08, σ = 0.025) 1754.0776 ± 0.0012
Transit time, tb,2 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1930.12, σ = 0.025) 1930.1221 ± 0.002
Transit time, tb,3 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1940.47, σ = 0.025) 1940.4798 ± 0.0011
Transit time, tb,4 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1950.83, σ = 0.025) 1950.8343 ± 0.0013
Transit time, tb,5 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 2333.96, σ = 0.025) 2333.9547 ± 0.0024
Transit time, tc,0 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1748.69, σ = 0.025) 1748.69408 ± 0.00079
Transit time, tc,1 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1937.83, σ = 0.025) 1937.82201 ± 0.0008
Transit time, tc,2 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 2274.08, σ = 0.025) 2274.08398 ± 0.00079
Transit time, td,0 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1762.67, σ = 0.025) 1762.6679 ± 0.0016
Transit time, td,1 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1938.29, σ = 0.025) 1938.2915 ± 0.0014
Transit time, td,2 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 2359.79, σ = 0.025) 2359.789 ± 0.022
Transit time, td,3 [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 2394.91, σ = 0.025) 2394.9236 ± 0.0015
Log radius ratio, log Rp,b/Rs N(µ = −3.48794, σ = 1) −3.507 ± 0.012
Log radius ratio, log Rp,c/Rs N(µ = −3.18726, σ = 1) −3.1788+0.0093

−0.0098
Log radius ratio, log Rp,d/Rs N(µ = −3.14438, σ = 1) −3.258 ± 0.018
Impact parameter, b0 U(a = 0.0, b = 1 + Rp,b/Rs)‡ 0.149 ± 0.089
Impact parameter, b1 U(a = 0.0, b = 1 + Rp,c/Rs)‡ 0.092+0.092

−0.063
Impact parameter, b2 U(a = 0.0, b = 1 + Rp,d/Rs)‡ 0.8225 ± 0.0087
Quadratic LD, ucheops,0 NU(a = 0.5015, b = 0.5707, µ = 0.5367, σ = 0.0500) 0.567 ± 0.038
Quadratic LD, ucheops,1 NU(a = 0.1457, b = 0.1949, µ = 0.1705, σ = 0.0500) 0.187 ± 0.047
Quadratic LD, ug,0 NU(a = 0.6800, b = 0.7732, µ = 0.7257, σ = 0.0500) 0.701 ± 0.048
Quadratic LD, ug,1 NU(a = 0.0513, b = 0.1269, µ = 0.0911, σ = 0.0500) 0.081+0.047

−0.044
Quadratic LD, ui,0 NU(a = 0.3776, b = 0.4283, µ = 0.4043, σ = 0.0500) 0.389 ± 0.049
Quadratic LD, ui,1 NU(a = 0.2043, b = 0.2355, µ = 0.2186, σ = 0.0500) 0.206 ± 0.05
Quadratic LD, ur,0 NU(a = 0.4771, b = 0.5458, µ = 0.5114, σ = 0.0500) 0.477 ± 0.046
Quadratic LD, ur,1 NU(a = 0.1800, b = 0.2255, µ = 0.2025, σ = 0.0500) 0.182 ± 0.048
Quadratic LD, utess,0 NU(a = 0.3703, b = 0.4255, µ = 0.3981, σ = 0.0500) 0.375 ± 0.04
Quadratic LD, utess,1 NU(a = 0.2046, b = 0.2383, µ = 0.2219, σ = 0.0500) 0.208 ± 0.046
Quadratic LD, uz,0 NU(a = 0.2028, b = 0.3076, µ = 0.2333, σ = 0.0500) 0.212 ± 0.048
Quadratic LD, uz,1 NU(a = 0.2428, b = 0.3645, µ = 0.3251, σ = 0.0500) 0.31 ± 0.05
Log photometric scatter, logσglco,s/(ppt) N(µ = 3.535, σ = 3) −3.3 ± 1.0
Log photometric scatter, logσrlco,s/(ppt) N(µ = 2.947, σ = 3) −3.6 ± 1.1
Log photometric scatter, logσilco,s/(ppt) N(µ = 2.557, σ = 3) −3.6 ± 1.1
Log photometric scatter, logσzlco,s/(ppt) N(µ = 2, σ = 3) −3.6 ± 1.2
Log photometric scatter, logσrsex,s/(ppt) N(µ = 2.101, σ = 3) −1.5+1.2

−1.7
Log photometric scatter, logσzmcd,s/(ppt) N(µ = 0.9765, σ = 3) 0.4+2.1

−2.7
Log photometric scatter, logσcheops0 ,s/(ppt) N(µ = −0.7551, σ = 3) −1.816 ± 0.09
Log photometric scatter, logσcheops1 ,s/(ppt) N(µ = −0.5174, σ = 3) −1.85 ± 0.1
Log photometric scatter, logσcheops2 ,s/(ppt) N(µ = −0.3489, σ = 3) −1.221 ± 0.049
Log photometric scatter, logσcheops3 ,s/(ppt) N(µ = 0.5838, σ = 3) −0.991 ± 0.048
Log photometric scatter, logσtess,s/(ppt) N(µ = −0.314, σ = 3) −1.338 ± 0.037
g-lco airmass trend, d f /d(airmass)N U(a = −35, b = 10) −22.87 ± 0.91
g-lco aperture entropy trend, d f /d(entropy)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.11 ± 0.24
g-lco time trend, d f /d(time)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.9 ± 0.26
g-lco aperture width trend, d f /d(width)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.65 ± 0.18
g-lco g/r colour trend, d f /d(g/r)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 7.55 ± 0.67
g-lco r/i colour trend, d f /d(r/i)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 3.41 ± 0.19
g-lco airmass quadratic, d2 f /d(airmass)2

N U(a = −35, b = 10) 0.68 ± 0.11
r-lco airmass trend, d f /d(airmass)N U(a = −35, b = 10) −15.94 ± 0.73
r-lco time trend, d f /d(time)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −1.31 ± 0.18
r-lco aperture width trend, d f /d(width)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.438 ± 0.059
r-lco g/r colour trend, d f /d(g/r)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −1.35 ± 0.59
r-lco r/i colour trend, d f /d(r/i)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 2.76 ± 0.16
r-lco airmass quadratic, d2 f /d(airmass)2

N U(a = −35, b = 10) 0.163 ± 0.082

N details a normally distributed prior with mean, µ and standard deviation, σ values. U details a uniform distribution with lower, a, and upper, b, limits. NU details
a truncated normal distribution with µ,σ, a & b values.‡ represents the uniform prior as presented by Espinoza (2018) and implemented by exoplanet. CHEOPS
suffixes refer chronologically to the four unique CHEOPS visits, SaEx refers to detrending parameters for the photometry from SAINT-EX, McD refers to those for
photometry from the 1m LCO telescope at McDonald, and lco refers to data from the 2m LCO telescope with the MuSCAT-3 instrument in each of the four bands
(g-, r-, i-, & z-).
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Table B.2. Model parameters, priors and posteriors for the Combined model (Continued from Table B.1)

Parameter Prior Posterior
i-lco airmass trend, d f /d(airmass)N U(a = −35, b = 10) −11.24+0.96

−0.93
i-lco aperture entropy trend, d f /d(entropy)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.16 ± 0.15
i-lco time trend, d f /d(time)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −2.38 ± 0.33
i-lco aperture width trend, d f /d(width)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.47 ± 0.17
i-lco companion Flux trend, d f /dFcomps,N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.48 ± 0.19
i-lco r/i colour trend, d f /d(r/i)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −3.69 ± 0.33
i-lco i/z colour trend, d f /d(i/z)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 1.01 ± 0.4
i-lco airmass quadratic, d2 f /d(airmass)2

N U(a = −35, b = 10) −0.39 ± 0.1
z-lco airmass trend, d f /d(airmass)N U(a = −35, b = 10) −8.8 ± 1.0
z-lco time trend, d f /d(time)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −2.38 ± 0.3
z-lco aperture width trend, d f /d(width)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.3 ± 0.12
z-lco r/i colour trend, d f /d(r/i)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −2.32 ± 0.42
z-lco i/z colour trend, d f /d(i/z)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −3.21 ± 0.48
z-lco airmass quadratic, d2 f /d(airmass)2

N U(a = −35, b = 10) −0.48 ± 0.12
r-SaEx airmass trend, d f /d(airmass)N U(a = −35, b = 10) 2.3 ± 1.3
r-SaEx companion Flux trend, d f /dFcomps,N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −3.87 ± 0.77
r-SaEx airmass quadratic, d2 f /d(airmass)2

N U(a = −35, b = 10) −0.82 ± 0.63
z-McD airmass trend, d f /d(airmass)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.0 ± 1.0
Cheops-0 time trend, d f /d(time)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.358 ± 0.012
Cheops-0 cosine of Rollangle slope, d f /d(cosΦ)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.061 ± 0.014
Cheops-0 background flux slope, d f /dbg)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.146 ± 0.014
Cheops-0 time quadratic, d2 f /d(time)2

N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.057 ± 0.013
Cheops-1 time trend, d f /d(time)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.056+0.014

−0.015
Cheops-1 sine of Rollangle slope, d f /d(sinΦ)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.03 ± 0.013
Cheops-1 cosine of Rollangle slope, d f /d(cosΦ)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.013 ± 0.014
Cheops-1 CCD smear slope, d f /dsmear)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.013 ± 0.012
Cheops-1 background flux slope, d f /dbg)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.097 ± 0.014
Cheops-1 time quadratic, d2 f /d(time)2

N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.093+0.015
−0.015

Cheops-2 time trend, d f /d(time)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.591 ± 0.016
Cheops-2 sine of Rollangle slope, d f /d(sinΦ)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.019 ± 0.016
Cheops-2 cosine of Rollangle slope, d f /d(cosΦ)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.006 ± 0.017
Cheops-2 background flux slope, d f /dbg)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.08 ± 0.017
Cheops-2 time quadratic, d2 f /d(time)2

N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.012 ± 0.017
Cheops-3 time trend, d f /d(time)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −1.243 ± 0.024
Cheops-3 cosine of Rollangle slope, d f /d(cosΦ)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.025 ± 0.023
Cheops-3 CCD smear slope, d f /dsmear)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) −0.027 ± 0.021
Cheops-3 background flux slope, d f /dbg)N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.015 ± 0.022
Cheops-3 time quadratic, d2 f /d(time)2

N NU(a = −20, b = 20, µ = 0, σ = 1) 0.136 ± 0.028
Mean flux, µg−lco [ppt] N(µ = 0, σ = 17.15) 0.24 ± 0.054
Mean flux, µr−lco [ppt] N(µ = 0, σ = 9.529) 0.469 ± 0.049
Mean flux, µi−lco [ppt] N(µ = 0, σ = 6.451) 0.232 ± 0.07
Mean flux, µz−lco [ppt] N(µ = 0, σ = 3.694) 0.385 ± 0.092
Mean flux, µr−SaEx [ppt] N(µ = 0, σ = 4.088) 0.89 ± 0.92
Mean flux, µz−McD [ppt] N(µ = 0, σ = 1.328) 0.0 ± 1.3
Mean flux, µCheops−0 [ppt] N(µ = 0, σ = 0.235) −0.033 ± 0.018
Mean flux, µCheops−1 [ppt] N(µ = 0, σ = 0.298) 0.239 ± 0.022
Mean flux, µCheops−2 [ppt] N(µ = 0, σ = 0.3527) 0.016 ± 0.024
Mean flux, µCheops−3 [ppt] N(µ = 0, σ = 0.8964) 1.295+0.045

−0.045
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Table C.1. Model parameters, priors and posteriors for the TTVfaster/Ultranest TTV model.

Parameter Prior Posterior
Stellar Mass Ms [M⊙] N(µ = 0.865, σ = 0.036) 0.882+0.028

−0.051
log mass ratio, log Mp,b/Ms N(µ = −10.52, σ = 0.58) −10.82+0.39

−0.6
Period, Pb [d] NU(a = 10.325, b = 10.385, µ = 10.355, σ = 0.0013) 10.35509+0.0002

−0.00014
eb |N(0, 0.096)| 0.023 ± 0.02
ωb U(a = −3.14, b = 3.14) −0.6 ± 1.7
Inclination, ib [◦] N(µ = 1.563, σ = 0.011) 1.567 ± 0.013
Longitude of Ascending Node, Ωb [◦] U(a = −3.14, b = 3.14) 0.2 ± 1.9
Transit Epoch, t0,b [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1743.728, σ = 0.05) 1743.7231+0.0061

−0.0087
log mass ratio, log Mp,c/Mp,b NU(a = −2.62, b = 3.38, µ = 0.38, σ = 0.62) 0.1 ± 0.2
Period ratio, Pc/Pb NU(a = 2.0, b = 2.06, µ = 2.03, σ = 0.013) 2.02947 ± 0.00011
ec |N(0, 0.096)| 0.047+0.028

−0.024
ωc U(a = −3.14, b = 3.14) −0.5+2.1

−1.2
Inclination, ic [◦] N(µ = 1.5673, σ = 0.0061) 1.5678+0.006

−0.0053
Longitude of Ascending Node, Ωc [◦] U(a = −3.14, b = 3.14) −1.2+2.7

−1.4
Transit Epoch, t0,c [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1748.689, σ = 0.05) 1748.697 ± 0.013
log mass ratio, log Mp,d/Mp,b NU(a = −2.73, b = 3.27, µ = 0.27, σ = 0.62) 0.14+0.6

−0.5
Period ratio, Pd/Pb NU(a = 3.3621, b = 3.4221, µ = 3.3921, σ = 0.0044) 3.39209 ± 9e − 05
ed |N(0, 0.096)| 0.075 ± 0.052
ωd U(a = −3.14, b = 3.14) −0.6+2.9

−1.2
Inclination, id [◦] N(µ = 1.55166, σ = 0.00099) 1.552 ± 0.0011
Longitude of Ascending Node, Ωd [◦] U(a = −3.14, b = 3.14) −1.1+2.6

−1.7
Transit Epoch, t0,d [BJD-2457000] N(µ = 1762.667, σ = 0.05) 1762.658 ± 0.011
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